The Circle of Fifths is a mystery to many. But what if you found
everything you ever needed to know and learn about musical
pitch (every note, scale, chord, progressions, etc.) in a simple
diagram that could fit in the palm of your hand?
The Circle of Fifths is that magical musical master tool.
This learning device has endured for hundreds of years since its
invention, and for good reason; there’s no need to reinvent the wheel.
Or, apparently, any other circular entity.
This incredibly powerful tool will take you far beyond simply
understanding music theory - it will help you write music, predict
chords in a progression, and understand relationships between major
and minor keys.

Is the Circle of Fifths for You?
Though the Circle of Fifths is most commonly understood as a
component of classical music theory, it’s certainly not only for the
hallowed halls of the conservatory. It’s a valuable tool for any musician
of any musical background.
Our guide is the Circle of Fifths made easy – very little prior musical
knowledge is required, but by the end of this article, you’ll not only
understand the mechanics behind the circle, but also how to apply it in
music theory, transposition, singing, songwriting, and more.
This incredibly powerful tool will take you far beyond simply
understanding music theory – it will help you write music, predict
chords in a progression, and understand relationships between major
and minor keys. It will serve you well, regardless of whether you are a
classical violinist, jazz saxophone player, a bassist in a rock band, or
aspiring DJ.
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So fasten your seatbelt: we’re diving deep into this infinite pool of
musical wisdom.
So, here is the Circle of Fifths, explained.
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The Circle’s Beginnings
So, how was the Circle of Fifths invented, and who is responsible for
the discovery of this musical godsend?
Russian composer and music theorist Nikolay Diletsky set this whole
wheel rolling in the late 1670’s. He intended his book Grammatika as a
guide to composition, but with the rules of music theory in mind:
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Since then, it has been expanded and improved-upon to yield the
comprehensive circular diagram we have today.

Let’s Start With Some Theory...
Before we dive into the mechanics of the circle, let’s first understand
some key concepts. Bear with us - this basic music theory will be a
huge help in making sense of the circle.
Each “station” on the circle represents a note, a chord, and a
key.

The Keys to What?
Let’s begin by answering the question: What’s a key?
In music, we define a key as the “tonal center” of a piece of music.
The melody and harmony will revolve around this tonal center, which
is simply a single note. This single note is also given the name of the
tonic, and is given the scale degree designation “I”.
It is on this tonic that we build the scale, or the eight-note sequence
that is used to compose melodies and harmonies in the key of the
tonic.

The most commonly-encountered types of scales in Western music are
called “major” and “minor”. To retain the characteristic major or minor
sound, scales in most keys require accidentals - sharps and flats that
will give the scale the desired sound.
5
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Each key will have its unique pattern of sharps and flats. However, if
you examine the distances (known as “ intervals”) between the notes
of, say, every major scale and compare them, you will see that the
interval pattern is exactly the same in all major scales.

→ Learn more about intervals.

What’s a Fifth?
One of these “shared” intervals will be a fifth (also known as a perfect
fifth).
So what’s so “perfect” about a fifth?
Perfect intervals vibrate in pure mathematical ratios. For example, this
note (A) is vibrating at 440 Hz (cycles per second):
LISTEN ONLINE
And this “A” is vibrating twice as fast, at 880 Hz:
LISTEN ONLINE
We call this interval a “perfect octave”. Octaves relate to each other in
some multiple of a 2:1 ratio. Octaves are so “perfect” that, when
played together, the notes blend together until it’s difficult to tell one
from the other:
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LISTEN ONLINE
The next smallest simple ratio is 3:2:
LISTEN ONLINE
You can hear that the fifth also blends very well, and has a powerful,
resonant sound (which is how the famous guitar “power chords” work.)
So when you put your finger on the 12th fret of a guitar, you’re
splitting that string in half (2:1 ratio). To produce the fifth, divide the
string in three parts (7th fret).
The perfect fifth interval is said to be consonant, meaning it is a typical
“pleasant sound” and sounds stable within music. The fifth of a key
can be found by finding the fifth degree of the scale of the key.

If you are familiar with tones and semitones, the fifth can be found by
counting seven semitones up. Starting at the tonic, this is seven
adjacent keys (this includes black keys!) on piano, or seven frets up
on the guitar, bass, and ukulele.
Playing a fretless string instrument? Have no fear! The Circle of Fifths
also applies to the violin and its immediate family of instruments.
The fifth shows up frequently in basslines of Western music, with
root-fifth patterns being a popular choice for bassists. Why?
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The perfect fifth interval sounds consonant and stable, thereby helping
the bassist fulfill their role of “supporting” the song; the patterns of
this interval sound great under guitar chords. Best of all, it’s a fairly
straightforward pattern to memorize and it’s easy to play!

Build Your Own Perfection:
Now that you have a good idea of what a fifth is, it’s time to build your
own circle! Print out the following free Circle of Fifths PDF worksheet.
(You can use it for teaching the Circle of Fifths as well.):
https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Free-Circleof-Fifths-Worksheets.pdf
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Now count up the C scale five notes:
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Write the “G” in at one o’clock. G then becomes the new tonic. Make
sure that you are adding in the appropriate sharps or flats for each
new tonic center as you continue around the circle. If you’re fuzzy on
your key signatures you can look them up, or count your fifths in
half-steps (semitones) - remember, a perfect fifth = seven semitones.
How did it come out? Check your work with the diagram below.

Introducing... The Circle of Fifths!
By definition, the Circle of Fifths is a visual tool designed to illustrate
the relationships between the 12 tones of the chromatic scale - the
foundation on which Western music is built.
The name derives from the fact that going clockwise around the circle,
each note is a fifth (a perfect fifth, to be exact) above the previous
one in the circle.
The result? This unassuming circle shows how all the musical notes,
keys, and chords relate to each other. Let’s explore how the circle is
built, starting with the absolute basics...

The Bare Bones
Let’s first look at the most simple iteration of the circle:
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Starting with the note of C at 12 o’clock and moving clockwise around
the circle, each new note is a perfect fifth above the previous one,
eventually coming back to C. The whole Circle of Fifths progression is
simply perfect fifths stacked on top of each other, eventually coming
back to C from F.
Here is where it gets interesting: the letters around the circle aren’t
just note names - they also represent the corresponding key o
 f each
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note. Therefore, we are starting with the accidental-free key of C
major at the top of the circle, and working our way around through
keys with accidentals in them.

Figuring Out Key Signatures
Here’s the circle with the corresponding key signatures of each major
key represented:

Imagine the Circle of Fifths as the keys on the piano twisted into a
circle. Middle C is at the very top, where 12 on a clock would be. Why
12
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is it at the top? Because C major has no sharps or flats so it is almost
like a “neutral” key.
While the diagram may initially appear overwhelming, fear not! The
addition of sharps and flats not only follows a predictable pattern when
going around the circle, but the direction you’re heading in tells you
whether you’re adding sharps or flats. Remember: no key signature
has both sharps and flats.
Head clockwise around the circle starting at C major. G major has one
sharp (F♯), D major two (F♯, C♯) and so on. Soon you’ll notice that
new sharps are added in the order F-C-G-D-A-E-B.
Head counterclockwise around the circle starting at C major, and you’ll
see that flats are added in the reverse order: B-E-A-D-G-C-F.

Making your life easier still: the number of steps you take around
the circle tells you how many accidentals the key will have. If
you’re trying to figure out the number of sharps B major has, count
the five steps around the circle to determine that it will have five. The
letter sequence will tell you that its sharps are F♯, C♯, G♯, D♯, and
A♯.
If you want to memorize one thing in music, this sequence of letters
should be it! A useful (and heartwarming) mnemonic for this Circle of
Fifths pattern is “Father Christmas Gave Dad An Electric Blanket”.
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Come up with your own creative one in reverse for remembering the
order of flats!

Sidebar: Where Things Get A Bit Tricky...
The letter sequence F-C-G-D-A-E-B may end up confusing you if you
look at the circle and realize that there’s no E♯ or B♯ anywhere on
the key signatures of the circle.
And you’re absolutely right. E♯ would be F major and B♯ would be C
major.
But remember, we’re counting sharps from G, so once once we get to
seven sharps (and every note is therefore sharpened), it actually
becomes far easier to think of the scale in terms of flats, because
there will be less accidentals!
This is where the concept of enharmonic equivalence comes in; C♯
major will be identical to D♭ major, and if you represent the pitches in
the C♯ major scale (with every degree being sharpened) in terms of
flats and naturals instead of sharps only, you get the five-flat key
signature of D♭ major.
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In our chart, G♯, D♯, and A♯ are included because they sometimes
come up as useful chords (thanks mostly to guitarists, who tend to like
sharps more than flats) - but E♯ and B♯ would be rare exotic beasts
for any instrument.

What About Minor Keys?
So far, the circle we’ve presented to you has only contained major
keys and their key signatures. The good news is, you don’t have to
15
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construct a second circle for the minor keys! You can fit them right
into the circle by following the rules of relative minors:

A quick refresher: the relative minor of a key has the same key
signature, and therefore all the same notes, as the major.
Here are two ways to quickly find the relative minor of a major key:
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1. Work out the major scale on paper or on your instrument. The
relative minor tonic will be on the sixth degree of the scale. In
terms of intervals that’s a major sixth up or a minor third down.
2. Using the Circle of Fifths, simply move three positions clockwise
around the to find the relative minor! So, starting from C, count
1 (G), 2 (D) and then 3: A is your relative minor.
If you’re paying really close attention, you’ll notice that the relative
minors going clockwise around the circle are also a fifth apart!

Also Known As…
The reason for naming it the Circle of Fifths should be fairly obvious by
now: adjacent keys of both the major and minor quality are separated
by an interval of a perfect fifth.
However, there is another way to think about all this.
You may have heard of something in music called the Circle (or
“Cycle”) of Fourths. Good news: this and the Circle of Fifths are
not two separate concepts, but two different names for the
exact same thing!
The Circle of Fifths can alternately be named the Circle of Fourths
because if you decide to go counterclockwise around the circle, each
note is a fourth above the previous one.
Both names are equally “right”, and you’ll find that both are used in
reference to the circle.

Modes and the Circle of Fifths
Before we jump into the numerous uses of the Circle of Fifths, let’s
check out how it relates to musical modes. For the uninitiated or for
those wanting a refresher, check out our introduction to modal
improvisation.
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If you squish any seven adjacent notes in the Circle down to a scale,
you wind up with the Lydian mode, rather than the major scale:

Compared with the major scale, the Lydian mode is distinctive in its
floaty, perpetually unresolved demeanor. Its notes give it an almost
magical quality.
Keep going, and you get a full chromatic scale.
Jazz theorist George Russell built his Lydian Chromatic concept on this
quality of the Circle of Fifths - which he called “The Circle of Close to
Distant Relationships”. Keep messing with the Circle and you’ll figure
out that all the various modes can be derived.
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How to Use the Circle of Fifths
Now that you know how the Circle of Fifths works, you must be
wondering how you can apply the Circle of Fifths. This section really
could be a full novel in itself! There are limitless uses of the circle,
getting into complicated harmony and all sorts of mental gymnastics
regarding keys and key signatures.
Here are a few of the more basic and useful applications of the circle.

Using the Circle of Fifths to find Key Signatures
Let’s look at an example of how to find a key signature. Say you are
learning a song that is in F major and you want to know which sharps
or flats to use. As you can see from above, the Circle of Fifths has the
answer!
While reading through, keep in mind the F-C-G-D-A-E-B sequence we
introduced earlier and that it shows the order in which sharps (and
when spelled in reverse, flats) are added to keys around the circle.
In order to work out how many sharps or flats are in F major, we need
to find it by moving round the Circle of Fifths. Remember we always
start at C. If we were to head round clockwise once, we would land on
G. This has one sharp in its scale, and if you consult the
F-C-G-D-A-E-B sequence, you’ll know it’s F#. If we head round once
more, we would land on D, with the two sharps of F# and C#. So far F
is not coming up, which is what we need.
Let’s try moving the other way. Go back to C, then move
counterclockwise once. A perfect fifth below C is F. This is what we’re
looking for! Because we’ve moved round counterclockwise once to land
on F, F has one flat. Recall the F-C-G-D-A-E-B sequence backwards
(because we’re now talking about flats, not sharps), and you’ll see that
F major’s key signature consists of Bb.
20
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This isn’t just the pattern of notes around the circle of fifths. It is also
the order in which sharps are added to each successive key
when going around the circle clockwise.
Need to memorize the order of flats? Easy! Just take that seven-letter
sequence and spell it backwards, getting B-E-A-D-G-C-F. This gives
you the order in which flats are added to each successive key when
going around the circle counterclockwise!

Using the Circle of Fifths to Build Scales
Now that you know how to easily find the key signature of any key
using the circle, figuring out the full scale is easy. You know the tonic
you want to start from. Each successive note could be natural
(accidental-free), sharpened, or flattened. The key signature will tell
you the sharps or flats of the scale, and each other note will simply be
natural.
Easy!

Read scales right off the Circle
Here’s a dirty little secret: you don’t even have to know the key
signature (though you’ll want to!). To read any major scale, count
seven notes clockwise, beginning from the note immediately
counterclockwise in the circle (otherwise you’ll find the Lydian mode).
Reduce them down to a scale order and there you have it:
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Using the Circle of Fifths to Build Chords
Chords are simply clusters of notes played together for a sound that is
consonant, or pleasant to listen to. They come in multiple flavours:
major, minor, augmented, diminished, seventh, etc…
For the purposes of this guide, we’ll zero in on the three types that our
beloved circle can help you build within minutes.

Major and Minor Chords
A major chord consists of three notes: the tonic, a major third above
the tonic, and a perfect fifth above the tonic. The major third interval
is found simply by counting up four semitones (or two whole tones)
from the tonic. As for the fifth, simply travel clockwise around the
circle by one step to find the third note of your triad!
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You can rotate this shape around the circle and instantly find any
major chord.
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A minor chord is the same, save for a minor third above the tonic
instead of a major third. Find the fifth in the same way as above, and
count up three semitones from the tonic to determine your third.
Try this one yourself – draw a C minor triad in the circle…
Here it is:
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How did you do?
The minor triad is the mirror image of the major! The more you play
with the Circle of Fifths, the more interesting patterns you will
discover.
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Dominant Seventh Chords
These chords show up a lot in all kinds of music. The dominant
seventh chord simply consists of a major triad with a minor seventh
stacked on top.
Dominant sevenths are four note chords, leaving you three notes that
you have to figure out above the tonic. You already know how to find
two of these - use the same rule as described above, keeping in mind
that dominant seventh chords will contain a major third.
As for finding the seventh, the circle can help you out once again.
Simply count two steps counterclockwise f rom the key in which you’re
building the chord to give you the seventh.
Give it a try: build a dominant seventh chord in F#.
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Your major triad in F# will contain the notes F#, A#, and C#. Counting
counterclockwise from F# in the circle, you arrive at E, and your
dominant seventh chord in F# will contain the notes F#, A#, C#, and
E:
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In fact, it’s possible to build a Circle of Fifths made up of dominant
seventh chords! Jazz music commonly has sequences of dominant
seventh chords whose tonics are separated by fifths. Jazz
saxophonists: try playing your way around the circle by starting with a
C dominant seventh chord and progressing up by fifths, building new
dominant seventh chords on top of each new tonic.

Now try the Major Seventh Chord shape. Here’s a hint: replace the
minor seventh interval with a major seventh!
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Using the Circle of Fifths to Play Chord
Progressions By Ear
Some chord progressions are a lot more popular than others, and
certain chords within a key are also more important than others. Chord
I is the most important, but chords IV and V are also very popular,
since they are so closely related to I.
Our handy Circle of Fifths also show us the relationships between
these chords. The closer they are in the circle, the more closely they
are related (Remember George Russell’s Circle of Close to Distant
Relationships?).
So it’s easy to find out chords IV and V of any key: just pick any letter
around the circle and treat that as I. The letter to the left is IV, and
the letter to the right is V. So chord IV of C is F, and chord V is G.
Any other roman numeral chord will have its own relationship in the
circle, so once you work out that relationship, you can always use it to
find that chord for a given key.
For example, another important chord is vi. The reason for this is
because I, IV, V and vi are used in a lot of four-chord progressions.
One common chord progression is I, vi, IV, V which can be heard in
literally hundreds of famous songs. Another is I, V, vi, IV – in fact the
Axis of Awesome even exploit this in their infamous sketch:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pidokakU4I
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The Circle of Fifths for Songwriters
When you get good enough at using the Circle of Fifths to identify
chord progressions, you can start predicting what comes next and if
you’re writing songs you will know which chords will work well
together.
Chords that are close together on the circle are closely related, and
tend to flow with each other. If you look closely at key signature
patterns in the circle, you can see why this is.
Two keys that are adjacent to each other in the circle have six
out of seven notes in their scales in common!
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Therefore, using keys and chords contained to one side of the circle
will help you craft melodies with consonance, or songs that are
euphonic and pleasing to the ear.
In fact, that’s why the I - IV - V chord progression sounds so familiar
and satisfying; look on the circle, and you’ll see that these three scale
degrees appear clustered together on a side of the circle, with V found
immediately to the right of the tonic, and IV immediately to the left.
33
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Finding Your Way Home
Obviously, building a song using fifths will sound pleasant and
“natural” - but you can’t do this forever!
Try this: compose a melody that ascends by fifths for a while. Then,
jump across the circle to a key that you like the sound of, and find
your way back to the tonic any way you’d like. You can “exit” the
Circle of Fifths anytime you want, and find your way back in.

Crossing the Circle
However, this doesn’t at all mean you should stick to one side of the
circle. Sometimes, you don’t want an easy, pleasant sound. Try
experimenting with creating tension and dissonant progressions by
leaping across the circle.
Using combinations of more distant chords tends to produce a more
pronounced musical shift. There are parts in the song where this can
be exploited for impact, such as in the bridge. You can use these
principles to create innovative chord progressions that reflect the
emotion in your lyrics.

Beyond Major...
Lastly, remember that the Circle of Fifths reveals there’s a world of
modes and rich harmonic possibilities beyond the obvious major keys
lining the circle!
If you play with the Circle of Fifths enough, you'll find a place for any
number of chords beyond the usual major triads.
Change a chord from major to minor to give a bittersweet quality to
the progression. Add a seventh to another chord to highlight a point of
change in your song. Exploring the relationships of various minor,
34
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seventh, and extended chords within the Circle of Fifths will add much
more depth to your songwriting

The Key that Unlocks the World of
Western Music
Whew! That was a lot of Circle Lore to digest!
Once you get the hang of the basics of the circle and understand the
way the key signatures and relative minors work, there’s no limit to its
uses. On-the-fly transposition and transcription, harmony writing, and
sophisticated songwriting are only some of the faculties that await the
musician that spends some time familiarizing themselves with the
Circle of Fifths.
Start today, and start small: work out how to find the key
signatures and relative minors, and see how quickly you can
progress to drawing the circle by memory, just by recognizing
its patterns. The more often you use it, the more fluent you will
become, and soon you’ll start seeing your own patterns within
the circle.
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Circle of Fifths
Diagrams
This free PDF is provided by Musical-U.com
to accompany our detailed guide
to the Circle of Fifths:
http://musl.ink/c5ths
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Fill in the Major and Minor Keys and Key Signatures:
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Draw the ___ Major Chord Shape:
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Draw the ___ Minor Chord Shape:

2017, Musical U
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Draw the _________ Chord Shape:

2017, Musical U
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Mark the ___ ________ Scale’s Notes:

2017, Musical U
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The Circle of Fifths
Once you start to hear I-IV-V chord progressions by ear, there’s one extra step you’ll need to
play them on your instrument: Knowing what the I, IV and V chords are in any particular key.
The “Circle of Fifths” is a diagram which helps you work it out.

C

F
A#

G

D#
(E♭)

G#

A
E

(A♭)

C#
(D♭)

F#
(G♭)

Each letter around the circle counterclockwise is a fourth above the previous
one.

D

The
Circle
Of
Fifths

(B♭)

Each letter around the circle clockwise is a
fifth above the previous one.

B

Remember that the IV and V chords are the
ones which are a fourth and a fifth above the
root (key) note.
So to work out the I, IV and V chords for
a key, locate the key on the circle and see
which chords come immediately before
and after it on the circle.
Example: If you’re in the the key of G, locate
G on the circle. Then look one letter counterclockwise to find that the IV chord is C. Look
one letter clockwise to find that the V chord
is D. That’s it!

How to memorise the circle fast
When you first encounter the circle of fifths it can seem overwhelming.
Here’s an easy 2-step process for memorising it fast:
1. Notice that it repeats. The left hand side (F#→A#) is just a repetition of the
right hand side (F→B), adding sharps/flats.
2. Memorise this 7-letter sequence: F, C, G, D, A, E, B.
Recite that sequence several times a day for a few days and you’ll never forget it.
It sort of rhymes - can you make up a way to sing it?
Then use the repetition rule to remember that after the “B”, you just say it again
with sharps.
Now when you need to work out the chords for a I-IV-V just think of the key’s letter
in that sequence and which letters come immediately before and after it.
© Copyright Musical U
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Many of us are familiar with popular major chord progressions
like I–IV–V–I. Now it’s time to delve into the exciting world of
minor chords. Minor scales give flavor and emotion to a song,
adding a level of musical depth that can make a mediocre song
moving and distinct from others.
Because so many of our favorite songs are in major keys, those that
are in minor keys1 can stand out, and some musical styles like rock or
jazz thrive on complex minor scales and harmonic wizardry.
Minor chord progressions generally contain richer harmonic
possibilities than the typical major progressions. Minor key songs
frequently modulate to major and back to minor. Sometimes the same
chord can appear as major and minor in the very same song!
But this heady harmonic mix is nothing to be afraid of.
By the end of this article, you’ll not only understand how minor chords
are made, but you’ll know some common minor chord progressions,
how to write them, and how to use them in your own music. With
enough listening practice, you’ll be able to recognize minor chord
progressions in songs almost instantly!
Table of Contents:
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A Tale of Two Tonalities
Western music is dominated by two tonalities: major and minor. While
music written in major keys sounds bright and cheery, minor music
tends to be darker and sadder, with chords to match.
Though it may be tempting for the beginner musician to stick to major
keys only, the world of minor isn’t as sad as it seems - quite the
contrary! Minor chords add a depth and richness to your music that
major chords alone will not give you. Everlasting, perpetual happiness
in music gets boring. And no, learning minor chords isn’t just for
songwriters - they’re also a must for anyone who wants to
improve their ear, cover others’ songs, and understand music
theory.
Before we dive into how to build these melancholy minor chords, let’s
compare major vs. minor chord progressions. Just take a listen to this
famous R.E.M. tune “Losing My Religion” transposed to a major key.
Characteristic of major chords, the song sounds unusually chipper and
almost happy, regardless of the lyrics and meaning behind the song.
Notice how the change from minor chords to major chords nearly
changes the overall style to something that might fit better on a
country radio station.
R.E.M. seems pretty chipper in this version of “Losing My Religion”
in a major key:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6KmiIq2-m8
Now compare to the original song, and you can hear how the minor
chord progressions add a distinctly morose moodiness that is not
evident in the major version. The original R.E.M. tune’s use of minor
chord progressions for guitar gives it a particularly brooding quality:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwtdhWltSIg

What about the reverse?
Sure enough, transposing a song from a major key to a minor key
lends a more brooding, melancholy feel to the song. Check out Chase
Holfelder's minor rendition of "How Far I'll Go" from Disney's Moana:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUaHQeutCv0

Exercise: Major or Minor?
When learning how to play minor chord progressions, you need to be
able hear the difference between different chord qualities. While there
are many chord qualities, including diminished and augmented, right
now we are going to focus on the difference between minor
and major chords.
In the following six examples you are going to hear a chord. Is it
major or minor? Can you grab an instrument and work out exactly
which chord it is? Write down your answers and then check with the
answers below.
LISTEN ONLINE2
LISTEN ONLINE3
LISTEN ONLINE4

2

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Example-1CMAJOR.
mp3
3

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Example-2FMAJOR.
mp3
4

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Example-3GMINOR.
mp3

LISTEN ONLINE5
LISTEN ONLINE6
LISTEN ONLINE7
Answers:
● Example
● Example
● Example
● Example
● Example
● Example

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

C Major
F Major
G Minor
E Minor
B Minor
E Major

How did you do? Were you able to tell which ones were major or
minor? Bonus points if you could identify which chord you heard. If
you answered all of the answers correctly, you can tell major chords
from minor chords and you are ready to move on to chord
progressions.

Need A Little More Practice?
What if you need a little more practice? That’s okay! It just takes some
time and practice to learn a new skill like hearing chord qualities.
Here are more great exercises and information on chords:
● Chord Ear Training 1018
● Chord Ear Training Exercises9
5

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Example-4EMINOR.
mp3
6

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Example-5BMINOR.
mp3
7

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Example-6EMAJOR.
mp3
8
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/chord-ear-training-101/
9
https://www.musical-u.com/ear-training-exercises/chords/

● Chord Ear Training: How To10
● Tone Savvy: Chord Ear Training11
● Hearing Chord Progressions: Minor Keys12

Chords in Minor Scales
Before you can play with chord progressions, let’s talk about the
different chords available in minor. Because there are three distinct
minor scales – natural, harmonic, and melodic – some of these chords
are altered based on which scale you choose.
While we are going to discuss these different scale variations here a
little bit, it’s best not to get caught up in them: in the real world,
minor melodies, and the chords supporting them, can vary between
the different minor scales in the same piece of music.
Because of the way that we traditionally write a chord progression,
where specific tones move towards the tonic or dominant for
resolution, we often use the chords found in the melodic or
harmonic minor scale rather than the natural minor scale.
Without the G# leading tone, the natural minor scale can be
ambiguous and lack movement, and can kill a tune by stripping it of
musical motion.

10

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/chord-ear-training-how-to-chord-types/
https://tonesavvy.com/music-practice-exercise/216/chord-identification-ear-training-game/
12
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/hearing-chord-progressions-part-3-minor-keys/
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This doesn’t mean that you will never use the natural minor
scale—depending on your musical style, you may run into it a lot. But
for most commercial purposes, you will avoid building a chord
progression using the natural minor scale.

Building Minor Chords On Each Scale Degree
To build a basic chord, remember you need to build up triads in the
key. In A Major, the I major chord is A–C#–E, but in A Minor, the I
minor chord is A–C–E. You have the tonic, the minor third, and the
fifth. You can build up this minor chord on the starting note, or
the tonic, of any minor scale. On guitar13, you have multiple ways
of building up any given minor chord, and you even have the option of
adding more notes within the chord (for example, adding a high A on
top of an existing A minor chord!).
Because A Minor, the relative minor of C Major, has a simple key
signature with no sharps or flats, we will use this key for the
examples. You can apply what you learn with A Minor to other keys.
Let’s look at the chords in the key of A harmonic minor, starting on
each scale degree:

13

http://www.musiclearning.com/gtr/guitar-chords/

Listen to the A minor chords several times. Notice the quality of the
different chords available in the minor scale. Different chords in the
scale have different tonal personalities14 and suit different purposes.
Because the leading tone (or G#) wants to move to the tonic A,
you may even find the diminished chord built on the seventh
degree of the harmonic minor scale.

Just like the popular major chord progressions, the minor scale chord
progressions want to resolve and move to the tonic or the dominant of
the key. What is different is the quality of the chords.
When spelling out the minor chords, keep the key in mind. Listen for
resolutions and progressions that bring movement to your song.

The Top 3 Chords in Minor Progressions
You will find out quickly that many of the favorite major chord
progressions are mirrored by popular minor chord progressions. Just
14

http://www.ukulelemag.com/uke-basics/learn-how-minor-chords-can-unlock-the-dismal-cheery-heartbreak
ing-and-dramatic-sides-of-a-song

like progressions in major scales, those in minor scales focus primarily
on moving between three chords: the 1, 4 and 5.
As we learned in the first part of this tutorial on Minor Scale Basics,
the 5 (a.k.a. “dominant”) chord in a minor key can be the major
version (V) or minor (v).
Listen to the audio example below. In the first audio sample, the
progression includes the minor 5 chord, or an E minor chord (v).

LISTEN ONLINE15
Now, listen to the second audio sample. The third chord in the
following clip takes the raised 7th from the harmonic minor scale,
making the V chord an E major chord. Listen for the differences in the
quality between the V chords from the first clip and the second:

LISTEN ONLINE16

When Resolution is Not Resolved
Remember that in most forms of Western music, you will be moving to
resolve to the dominant or tonic. For example, in the key of A minor,
15
16

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-145-E-MINOR.mp3
https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-145-E-MAJOR.mp3

you will be trying to resolve back to the A or the E. In the key of D
minor, you will want to resolve back to the D or the A. In most cases,
you will be resolving back to the tonic (the first note of the scale), but
ending with the dominant is common in melodies meant to end on a
suspenseful note - keep that in mind as you play around with common
chord progressions.

1. The i-iv-v Chord Progression
While you may write other chords in, like the ii chord (or submediant
chord), you will most likely be moving around the i, iv and v (or V)
chords of the minor scales.
Here’s a little cheat sheet for the common minor i–iv–v progression in
each minor key:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A minor: Am–Dm–Em
B♭ minor: B♭m–E♭m–Fm
B minor: Bm–Em–F♯m
C minor: Cm–Fm–Gm
C♯ minor: C♯m–F♯m–G♯m
D minor: Dm–Gm–Am
E♭ minor: E♭m–A♭m–B♭m
E minor: Em–Am–Bm
F minor: Fm–B♭m–Cm
F♯ minor: F♯m–Bm–C♯m
G minor: Gm–Cm–Dm
A♭ minor: A♭m–D♭m–E♭m

2. The i-ii dim-V-i Chord Progression
Just like many major chord progressions, you will find that in minor
tonality chord progressions the ii chord and the V chord are paired
together. In this example, you will hear a simple chord progression:

Am–Bdim–E–Am.
1. Look at the sheet music.
2. Listen to the example.
3. Play along with the chords.

LISTEN ONLINE17
Here’s a cheat sheet for the i–ii dim–V–i progression in each minor
key:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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A minor: Am–Bdim–E–Am
B♭ minor: B♭m–Cdim–F–B♭m
B minor: Bm–C♯dim–F♯–Bm
C minor: Cm–Ddim–G–Cm
C♯ minor: C♯m–D♯dim–G♯–C♯m
D minor: Dm–Edim–A–Dm
E♭ minor: E♭m–Fdim–B♭–E♭m
E minor: Em–F♯dim–B–Em
F minor: Fm–Gdim–C–Fm
F♯ minor: F♯m–G♯dim–C♯–F♯m
G minor: Gm–Adim–D–Gm
A♭ minor: A♭m–B♭dim–E♭–A♭m

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-PROG-Ex1.mp3

3. The i-VI-III-VII Chord Progression
This is another simple minor chord progression found in numerous
famous songs, especially ballads.

LISTEN ONLINE18
Here’s a little cheat sheet for the i–VI–III–VII progression in each
minor key:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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A minor: Am–F–C–G
B♭ minor: B♭m–G♭–D♭–A♭
B minor: Bm–G–D–A
C minor: Cm–A♭–E♭–B♭
C♯ minor: C♯m–A–E–B
D minor: Dm–B♭–F–C
E♭ minor: E♭m–B–G♭–D♭
E minor: Em–C–G–D
F minor: Fm–D♭–A♭–E♭
F♯ minor: F♯m–D–A–E
G minor: Gm–E♭–B♭–F
A♭ minor: A♭m–E–B–G♭

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Progression-i-VI-III-VII.mp3

And Many More…
Beyond these basic progressions, there are many more that suit
specific musical purposes. For example, we have the classic ii–V–i19, a
popular jazz chord progression.
There’s also the somewhat-misnamed Andalusian Cadence20, a
i–VII–VI–V progression that is popular in an astonishing array of
musical styles, from Flamenco to metal to baroque.
The i–VII–VI progression is similar to the above, popularized by
famous tunes such as Adele’s Rolling in the Deep21 and Jimi Hendrix’s
All Along the Watchtower22.
We could go on, but that’s enough theory for now. Let’s put your
newfound knowledge to the test with some exercises in minor chord
progressions.

Exercises in Minor
We’ll start you off nice and easy with some playalong exercises, then
give you something a little more challenging and creative to try...

Exercise 1: i-iv-V-i Chord Progression
In this exercise you are going to practice playing along with chords
following a simple minor chord progression: Am–Dm–E–Am.
1.
2.
3.
4.

19

Listen to the example.
Look over the sheet music.
Play the chords along with the track on your instrument.
Improvise over the chord progression.

http://pickupjazz.com/minor-ii-v-i-chord-progression/
https://www.uberchord.com/blog/andalusian-cadence-the-most-common-guitar-chord-progression/
21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYEDA3JcQqw
22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLV4_xaYynY
20

LISTEN ONLINE23
Remember that many chord progressions are built around these
chords, using the i, iv, or V chord as a means to move the harmonic
progression forward.

Exercise 2: i-ii dim-V-i Chord Progression
In this exercise you are going to practice playing along with chords
following the simple chord progression: Am–B dim–E–Am.

23

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-iivViProgression.mp3

1.
2.
3.
4.

Listen to the example.
Look over the sheet music.
Play the chords along with the track on your instrument.
Improvise over the chord progression.

LISTEN ONLINE24

Exercise 3: Chord Progression Playalong
In this simple backing track to George Gershwin’s “Summertime” from
Porgy and Bess, you can practice playing along with a longer minor
chord progression in A Minor. While there are plenty of 7th chords in

24

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-iiiViProgression.mp3

this track, you can easily drop the 7th and just play the basic triads
like this instead:

LISTEN ONLINE25
In this song you can hear how the chord progressions move towards
the A minor chord and the E major chord. Remember than in most
songs, the harmonic progression wants to resolve to the tonic (A) or
the dominant (E).
1. Review the modified chord progressions from “Summertime”
above.
25

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Minor-Chord-Progressions-Summertime-ChordsModified.mp3

2. Listen to the modified chords audio.
3. Practice improvising and playing the chords in the modified
version.
4. Once you are comfortable with these chord progressions, then
play the YouTube video below.
5. Play the chords with the playalong track.
6. Once you are comfortable with the modified chords, start to play
the 7th chords in the YouTube video.
7. Improvise over the playalong track.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5V7jNjZwQs
If you find that playing along with the YouTube track is too difficult,
then work with the modified chord audio. It always helps to use your
ears to really hear for chord changes. Sometimes it can be difficult.
Memorizing the sound and quality of the chords will help you as you
learn these chords.
As you become more comfortable with playing the basic chord
progression, you may find that some melodies for improvising over the
progression pop into your head! Check out some tips for improvising26
over minor chord progressions on piano for some excellent ideas on
where to start!
Notice that several minor key chord progressions can be extracted
from this example.
● Measure 11: i–iv–VII–III–i
● Measure 13: i–ii dim–V–i
● Measure 15: i–ii dim–V
By starting with shorter chord progressions and learning how to
combine them with other chord progressions, you will expand your
harmonic skills.
26

https://insidepiano.com/jazz-piano-lessons-how-to-improvise-minor-scales

Exercise 4: Build-Your-Own
In this article we talked about several different minor chord
progressions. For this exercise you will need a piece of paper and a
pencil, and your instrument. Choose a key to use for this exercise (you
might like to start with A minor).
If you can’t play chords on your instrument, try playing broken chords
or arpeggios instead.
1. Choose up to 4 chords from a minor key of your choice, and write
a progression of 4 bars using these chords on a piece of paper.
Start by using just the i, iv and v chords.
2. Practice playing through your chord progression several times.
3. Now choose another set of chords and write a new progression
underneath your first one.
4. Practice playing that new chord progression several times.
5. Combine the two chord progressions into one long chord
progression and play through all of the chords.
6. Create a third chord progression from the same key and write it
under the second one.
7. Practice playing the third chord progression.
8. Play through all three chord progressions without stopping.
9. Continue adding chord progressions until you are playing through
at least eight different chord progressions.
10. Practice this same exercises with other keys.

Writing Your Own Minor Chord Progressions
When you’ve grown comfortable with the minor chord progressions
we’ve introduced you to above, try writing your own! Don’t be afraid to
use a minor chord progression chart27 or cheat sheet28 to quickly find
the chords you’re looking for.
27
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http://www.doremistudios.com.au/scale-tone-chords-minor-keys/
https://countryguitaronline.com/chords-in-each-minor-key/

Building Minor Chord Progressions with the Circle of Fifths
The Circle of Fifths29 is just as useful for writing minor progressions as
major ones. A refresher: adjacent minor keys on the circle are always
a fifth apart. Experiment with playing chord progressions that travel
stepwise and clockwise around the circle - you’ll find some instant
classics!

29

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/how-to-use-circle-fifths/

Match Chords to Moods to Lyrics
A sad song calls for sad minor chord progressions. But you can also
throw some foreboding, tense, or even uplifting progressions in there
to mix it up! Experiment with marrying specific progressions with
certain moods30 in your song. Which ones fit best with certain parts of
the song?

Use A Chord Progression Generator
If your fountain of creativity has run dry (and we doubt it ever will,
considering the infinite possibilities of chord progressions!), try this
Chord Progression Generator31. Simply plug in the genre, feel (happy
or sad?), and key that you want, and the generator will spit a
readymade progression right back at you!

Your Minor Journey
There are many, many popular minor chord progressions. You have
learned a few in this article and can use the practice tracks to continue
to work on your musical skills. Continue to learn new progressions,
and combine progressions together to make longer songs.
Experiment with chords and scales, combining both major and
minor keys in your songs and training your ears for more kinds
of minor chord progression. As you continue to expand your
harmonic palette, you will be amazed at what you will create!

30
31

http://www.secretsofsongwriting.com/2017/07/07/choosing-chords/
http://www.zu-cool.de/chordprogression/

Once you have gotten familiarized with your major and minor
scales1, a great next step for exploring scales is to look at the
musical modes.
Musical modes are variations of the major and minor scales
that can convey more complex, nuanced moods - they can
sound mysterious, calm, foreboding, or triumphant, or anything
in between. Their expressivity gives you a lot to work with
when you’re writing and improvising music.
In today’s music, the Dorian mode is a very popular and useful musical
mode.
So let’s add the Dorian mode to your toolbox! We’ll learn:

●
●
●
●
●
●

The theory behind the Dorian mode
How Dorian compares with other scales
How to play the Dorian mode in every key
How to practice and master the Dorian mode
When and how to play the Dorian mode on your instrument
How to listen for the Dorian mode

But first, a little about modes in general:

What’s a Mode?
The modes are scales derived from the major scales:

1

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/major-minor-keys/

Though these names may sound bizarre to the uninitiated, the
principle is actually quite simple. By shifting the tonic to a different
degree in the major scale, you create a whole new scale with a whole
new feel – without changing a single note!
The coolest thing about modes is that you already know them! Once
you know a major scale, you merely have to take the same notes,
start and finish on a different scale step and you’ve gone totally
modal!
Try playing through each one of the modes in this chart. Experience
the different mood of each mode2.

2

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/crazy-easy-weird-modal-improv-trick-part-2/

The C major scale is the same thing as an Ionian scale
beginning on C. In fact, the Ionian scale of any key is simply the
major scale of that key.
So the Dorian mode of C major begins and ends on D:

If you want to dive in deeper into what makes Dorian Dorian, Basic
Music Theory lays out all the mechanics of the Mode3.

Why Learn Modes?
Modes open up a new way of listening to and writing music. Each
mode has a musical role that it was destined to play. For example,
while the classic Ionian scale’s upbeat and bright feel lends itself well
to pop music, Lydian has more unusual intervals that makes it very
suitable for jazz music. Similarly, though they are both technically
minor modes, Dorian is known for its melancholy-yet-hopeful tone,
distinguishing it from its more ambiguous, tension-filled cousin,
Phrygian mode.
The usefulness of using modes in songwriting cannot be overstated. By
experimenting with the unique mood that each mode can give you,
you can craft your songs to have maximum impact, matching the style
of the song to a mode that will really bring out its energy.
Dan Haerle provides a quick rundown of how you can put the modes to
work in jazz improvisation4.

3
4

https://www.basicmusictheory.com/dorian-mode
http://danhaerle.com/Modalimprov.html

How do I learn all these modes?
The coolest thing about modes is that you already know them!
Once you know a major scale, you merely have to take the same
notes, start and finish on a different scale step and you’ve gone totally
modal!
You can then easily transpose the same system from the C major chart
above into any major scale you like.
Yes, these modes are already under your fingers. The real work is
learning, and identifying what they sound like5. For now, let’s focus in
on the second mode of the major scale, the extremely useful, popular
– and the whole reason you are here today – Dorian mode!

Learning the Dorian Mode
So far, we’ve learned that a mode is derived by taking the notes of a
scale and changing which note in the scale is used as the root note
(tonic).
So, Dorian is simply the mode that begins on D, and uses the same
notes as C major (with no sharps or flats) and is played
D-E-F-G-A-B-C-D:

5

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/crazy-easy-weird-modal-improv-trick/

You’ll notice it follows a certain pattern of tones and semitones (whole
steps and half steps), which is the “fingerprint” of the Dorian scale:

Transposing the Dorian Mode
Here are two ways to figure out the Dorian scale starting on any note:
1. Use the template
Using this tone and semitone pattern above, you can easily transpose
the Dorian mode into any key you desire. Start with the root note, and
fill in the rest of the notes using the pattern.
Try this exercise: construct Dorian mode starting on F#.
Answer:

2. Derive from the major scale
As we said earlier, if you know your major scales, you already know
your Dorian mode. Depending on your instrument and the way you
think, this may well be the easiest way to figure out the Dorian
mode.
Let’s say you want to figure out B Dorian. Look down a whole step
(tone) to A. B Dorian will then have the same key signature (three
sharps in this case) as the A major.
Try this method with D♯ Dorian:

Comparing Dorian to the Natural Minor Scale
The Dorian and the natural minor scale (known as Aeolian in modal
parlance) are both considered minor modes. In a major scale, the
interval6 between the root and the third note is a major third (a
distance of four semitones). In minor scales, the interval between the
root and the third note of the scale is a minor third (three semitones).
→Learn more about major and minor scales7
Let’s compare these two scales:
6
7

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/5-minute-guide-to-interval-ear-training/
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/identify-major-and-minor-keys-two-shortcuts/

Listen to the example below comparing the minor scale and the Dorian
mode. Try to listen for the “bright” spot on the sixth note of the scale,
where the sixth degree is raised:

LISTEN ONLINE8

8

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_1a.mp3

LISTEN ONLINE9
Both modes contain a minor third between the first and third degree,
giving them their “minor” quality. However, the appearance of the
major sixth in Dorian goes a long way in distinguishing it from the sad,
wistful Aeolian mode. Because this major sixth creates a “bright spot”
in the mode, Dorian mode takes on a more intense, driving feel.

Comparing Dorian to the Major Scale
We saw above that Dorian mode in D can be derived from the C major
scale ( aka the ionian mode) simply by starting on D instead of C, and
using all the same notes. Though the two modes indeed use the same
notes, and in the same order, they have completely different moods.
Why?
When the starting note changes, so does the tonal center. This, in
turn, changes the tone/semitone pattern, which affects the intervals
found in the mode. The result? Dorian and Ionian have completely
different feels, even though they are technically using the same notes
in a given key.
Try improvising with natural notes (white keys on the piano) over a D,
then over a C – hear the difference?
The minor third found between the first degree and third degree of the
Dorian mode lends it a minor quality. In Ionian mode, this interval is
a major third, making the mode major as well.
Yet that major sixth in the Dorian mode, which is also found in the
major scale, “brightens” the Dorian’s sound in comparison to the usual
minor scale.

9

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_1b.mp3

From Major to Dorian
Though the two modes are radically different in sound, ionian can help
you find your way to the correct notes of Dorian. We’ve already
studied how to derive the Dorian scale on the second degree of the
major scale, but what if you want a quick way to figure out the Dorian
scale that starts on the same root as a major scale?
To write Dorian mode in a given key, take the third and seventh
degrees of the corresponding major scale in that key, and lower
them.
Try this: use the A♭ major scale to write out the Dorian mode in A♭.

Dorian Mode Songs
Now that you know the basic theory behind it, let’s see how Dorian is
actually used.
Dorian is a versatile mode that can work with both major and minor
keys10. Though it’s a minor mode, its major sixth gives an
unexpected drive and brightness to the scale. It also works well
with the pentatonic scale11, and the two can be overlapped and
alternated for incredible impact.
Because of its melancholic-yet-somehow-upbeat mood, Dorian is most
often spotted in its natural habitat: jazz and blues music. However, it’s
certainly not limited to these genres, and is often featured in pop,
rock, and metal music to add interest.
10
11

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/the-ultimate-guide-to-minor-keys
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/five-notes-will-change-your-life-pentatonic-scales/

Looking for some songs in the Dorian mode? Let’s start with Santana:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tKIPuLfeKg
Here’s a head start on your Dorian playlist:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wicked Game12 – Chris Isaak
Oye Como Va13 – Santana
Evil Ways14 – Santana
So What15 – Miles Davis
Purple Haze16 – Jimi Hendrix
Eleanor Rigby17 – The Beatles
Scarborough Fair18 – Simon & Garfunkel
Impressions19 – John Coltrane

And of course, those are just the famous ones.

Practicing in the Dorian Mode
Start off with learning the mode inside-out, making sure you’re getting
all the notes right. Get comfortable playing the scale both ascending
and descending, ensuring that you’re able to play it in any key.
As with anything, start small and simple, really taking the time to
understand the theory behind Dorian before diving in.

12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5D3Nl1GZzuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NsJ84YV1oA
14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tKIPuLfeKg
15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylXk1LBvIqU
16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjwWjx7Cw8I
17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuS5NuXRb5Y
18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BakWVXHSug
19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mZ54FJ6h-k
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1. Play Scales
Start by playing the Dorian mode, ascending and descending, in D. As
you begin to recognize the tone and semitone pattern and commit it to
memory, experiment with transposing this scale into other keys.
Eventually, you’ll be able to comfortably play the Dorian scale in any
key.

2. Practice Intervals and Scale Interval Patterns
Once you get comfortable playing scales, try practicing intervals. The
dorian mode consists of a minor third, perfect fourth, perfect fifth,
major sixth, and a minor seventh. Play these intervals and experiment
with which kind of mood each gives within the mode.

Then, go ahead and play Dorian in interval patterns. For example, try
playing the ascending scale in fifths:

Once you get comfortable enough with scale patterns to have an idea
of what sounds good, start expanding your repertoire and playing
more freeform note patterns, keeping in mind your tonal center.

3. Experiment with “Dorian” Chords/Triads
Try playing clusters of notes together that are built on Dorian mode.
Use the flattened third and seventh degrees to create minor triads and

minor seventh chords, and incorporate chords with the sixth degree to
add interest!
Here are some of these chords on guitar, to get you started:

And on the piano:

Piano Dog shares a concise breakdown of cool Dorian chord
progressions20.

4. Put it all together!
Using the following backing track, try improvising in the D Dorian
mode. Focus on the characteristic intervals of the mode, play around
with minor chords, and exploit that distinctive major sixth sound to
create an improvised tune in Dorian mode over the following backing
track:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldIlMNRSUok

For Extra Practice…
Another excellent exercise is to transcribe solos from songs you like
that are written in Dorian. Once you have the notes written out on
paper, look for the kind of patterns that the song has used, and take
20

https://pianodog.wordpress.com/understanding-the-seven-modes/the-dorian-mode/

note of how the features of Dorian mode are used for impact.

Dorian and Your Instrument:
In music, the Dorian mode can be used differently depending on the
instrument and the style it’s being played on. Let’s see how this mode
can be used for maximum effect on your instrument.

Dorian Guitar
In many genres, the Dorian mode may even be more common
than the natural minor scale, particularly for guitarists. There are
plenty of songs, such as “Eleanor Rigby” by the Beatles or
“Scarborough Faire,” that use it. You can find more examples of Dorian
Mode in popular music here:
Dorian Mode examples on Olav Torvund’s Guitar Site21
Most jazz guitarists use it significantly – but then jazz guitarists are
typically expected to know and use every major scale mode!
The Dorian mode commonly stands in for the minor pentatonic scale22
(rather than the natural minor scale). The minor pentatonic scale is
very common in rock, hard rock, and metal music – Dorian lightens
the mood and increased the drive in all those genres.
The Dorian mode allows guitarists to use the minor pentatonic riffs,
but add in the major sixth note to get a brighter feel. This particular
mode is common in glam rock and hair metal, which are both guitar
driven genres. George Lynch, in particular, is well known for using this
mode:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHugU6SazhA
21
22

http://www.torvund.net/guitar/index.php?page=mode&ModeID=2
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/get-familiar-with-the-minor-pentatonic-scale/

The examples below are nearly identical guitar riffs. The first riff
consists of some basic minor pentatonic guitar work. The second riff is
the same line with the major sixth added in a few places to brighten
up the line:

LISTEN ONLINE23
With added Dorian brightness:

LISTEN ONLINE24
If the guitar does have a rhythm line in Dorian, it will usually be a
single note line. The following example demonstrates a possible Dorian
line for guitar:

23
24

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_2a.mp3
https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_2b.mp3

LISTEN ONLINE25

Dorian Bass
Generally speaking, the major sixth is not used as part of the chord
progression in Dorian songs. The chord progressions typically found in
minor pentatonic songs – the I, IV, and V chords – are more common.
It is more common for Dorian to be used by the bass as part of the
rhythm section. The examples below contain the same guitar rhythm,
but the second example uses a Dorian line underneath it:

LISTEN ONLINE26

25
26

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_4.mp3
https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_3a.mp3

LISTEN ONLINE27

Dorian Piano
Did you know that the Dorian mode can make a perfect Father’s Day
gift? One really enjoyable way to dig into the Dorian sound is to play a
D – A – D drone with your left hand, and improvise on the white keys
with your right hand:

LISTEN ONLINE28
Then you can transpose to other keys.
Pianoscales lines out the Dorian mode in every key, including keyboard
diagrams29.

27

https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/ma6_Dorian_Mode_Ear_Training_3b.mp3
https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/D-A-D-Dorian-Piano-Improv.mp3
29
https://www.pianoscales.org/dorian.html
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And PianoLessons.com makes it easy in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYDNzuEltTo
The Dorian mode is the most common minor scale in piano jazz. It can
be used alone, or interspersed with other scales, as in this tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvSO68M8ZYY

Dorian Violin, Flute, Saxophone, Voice, etc.
For melody instruments and voice, the Dorian mode is very common in
jazz. Taming the Saxophone gives a thorough breakdown of Dorian
mode jazz and funk30, along with free downloads of backing tracks,
and Trumpetland has a great beginner’s guide to trumpet
improvisation31 including discussion of modes.
Dorian scales are also pervasive in many types of folk music. Listen to
this driving Irish Dorian tune:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r16IjB32RyY

Listening for the Dorian
Hopefully, the examples above have started to tune your ear into the
sound of the Dorian mode. Follow up on some of the example artists
and recordings mentioned to continue to build your familiarity with the
Dorian sound. You should start to hear that major sixth pop out at
you!
The Dorian mode can be tough to hear in some situations. After all, it
is only one note off from the Aeolian mode (natural minor) and the
Mixolydian mode. Any rock or metal song that seems slightly too
“upbeat” is usually a good candidate to be in Dorian. Usually, the best
30
31

https://tamingthesaxophone.com/jazz-dorian
https://www.trumpetland.com/article/basic-guide-to-start-improvising-on-the-trumpet

place to focus is going to be the bass or the solo if you are unsure if it
is Dorian or minor pentatonic.
Remember, the major sixth note is the key to recognizing a song is in
the Dorian Mode. If it is present, but the rest of the scale sounds
overall minor, then it is almost always the Dorian mode.
As you practice transcribing songs32, try to look out for this major sixth
in a minor musical context to identify songs using the Dorian Mode. As
you find more and more examples of it in use, your ear will get more
and more reliable at recognising it straight off.
So there you have it: an introduction to the world of Dorian.
We’ve taken you through a whirlwind of theory, playing
exercises, and instrumental applications of this intense, moody,
and driving mode. Now, it’s your turn: grab your instrument,
and jam out your own Dorian masterpiece!

32

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/how-to-transcribe-a-song-7-must-know-tips-and-tricks/

Have you ever felt a melody go in one ear and out the other?
Like there was nothing concrete to grasp to help you
remember? You create a great melody in your head or while
humming along to a chord progression, but within a moment
it’s gone.
Thankfully, not all is lost. In fact, hundreds of years ago, a system was
developed to enable musicians to recognize and transcribe those
sought-after melodies.
Solfege (a.k.a. solfa) provides a framework for melodies by
establishing recognizable relationships between pitches, and training
your ear to hear patterns. It is an excellent system for learning
the architecture behind music, and is a fundamental concept of
ear training1.
We all know the famous song from The Sound of Music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLm07s8fnzM
Let’s find out what those nonsense words really mean.

What Is Solfege?

Solfege is a method of naming pitches. It works by assigning a syllable
to each note of the musical scale2. So rather than, say, naming a C
major scale as C-D-E-F-G-A-B-C, you can name it as
do-re-mi-fa-so-la-ti-do. This syllabic approach carries a great
advantage, since the syllables are easier to sing than the letters.

1
2

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/ear-training-possible-impossible/
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/what-is-a-scale/

Best of all, solfege works for any scale and key you can think
of. With some little adjustments, you can use it to recall melodies
based in minor3 and non-traditional scales, too.
Two Solfege Systems: Moveable “Do” And Fixed “Do”

In the moveable do system, the do is always the tonic4, regardless of
the scale. So in E major, for example:

In the fixed do system, do is always C, re always D, etc. At first, this
might seem the easier way to go, but moveable do has many
advantages.

Why Should You Learn Solfege?
From helping you better understand music theory to having
applications in singing and songwriting, solfège is a valuable tool to
have in your arsenal as a musician. Learning solfege will help you do
the following:
Recognize recurring patterns in music
Each piece of music may be unique, but there are a finite number of
intervals5 (or distances between notes). Solfege will help you recognize
these intervals in songs, and eventually, you’ll be able to recognize
intervals in a series: aka melodies.
This sort of recognition will lead to a deeper understanding of
melodies, chord progressions6, and song structures.
Improve your sight-singing skills
3

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/discovering-minor-chord-progressions-minor-scale-basics/
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/how-to-find-the-tonic-of-any-song-in-a-major-key/
5
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/5-minute-guide-to-interval-ear-training/
6
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/what-is-a-chord-progression/
4

Imagine being able to look at sheet music and sing the melody written
in the staves, without having it played out loud for you first!
With time and practice, the syllable-pitch associations of solfege will
become second-nature, and you’ll be able to hum or sing anything
placed in front of you. Check out this article7 on the power of solfege in
sight-singing!
Transcribe Music
Solfege works wonders for transcribing music8 (writing down what you
hear) - whether it’s your favorite jazz solo or the music you’re hearing
in your head.
Improve your Composing
Learning solfege can also work wonders for your chops as a composer,
whether you’re writing a vocal melody or an instrumental piece.
With enough practice, you can progress from sight-singing existing
songs to making up beautiful melodies9 on the fly, because you’ll
already have a good idea of what they’ll sound like. Then, you
will be able to remember them and easily write them down in order to
communicate your ideas with other musicians.
Learn relative pitch
Relative pitch10 gives you the ability to identify or re-create a musical
note by comparing it to a reference note, with the assumption that you
can identify the distance, or the interval, between the two notes.
Solfege gives you a very concrete and easy-to-reference
system for relative pitch.
Recall melodies at will
Being able to recall melodies is incredibly useful not only in theory, but
in songwriting and improvising11. No need to fumble around on your
instrument to get the right order and series of notes; solfege gives
7

https://medium.com/all-things-picardy/in-defense-of-solfege-bee7f966f1aa
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/how-do-you-transcribe-music/
9
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/songwriting-right-now-latest-tricks/
10
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/whats-the-difference-between-relative-pitch-and-perfect-pitch/
11
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/beginning-improvisation-resource-pack-preview/
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you a system to remember pitches in the order that you hear or
play them.

Where Did Solfege Come From?
This naming system was invented nearly one thousand years ago, by
an Italian monk named Guido d’Arezzo.. He developed a six-note
ascending scale based on the first pitch of each phrase in the Latin
hymn “Ut Queant Laxis”, which went like this:

Anything look familiar?

In the hymn, the beginning of each phrase began on each successive
step of the musical scale. If you sang only the first syllable of each
phrase, it would correspond to an almost-complete major scale:
C-D-E-F-G-A!
The syllable “ut” was eventually changed to do as we know it today,
and ti was added to complete the scale.
With this system, one could sing the hymn using these syllables
instead of the words, if they wished to.
Let’s explore why this was a game-changer for learning and
remembering melodies.

Who is Solfege For?
Though solfège, or solfa, is essentially the ABCs of music, it certainly
isn’t just for kids. It’s an aural, musical language that will help
translate what you are hearing into something you can write
down.
Solfege is used in music education (most notably the Hungarian Kodály
Method12) to teach pitch13 and sight singing14. So many people
associate “do re mi” with its role in children’s music classes.
But in reality, solfa is an empowering system of pitch
recognition for musicians of all ages.
When drilling solfege, you are training your ear to recognize some of
the most common patterns in music. Suddenly, you will hear a melody
and be able to recognize intervals and chords by instinctively hearing
the solfege syllables. It seems almost like magic - but is actually a real
skill that just requires some work to acquire.

12

http://musiced.about.com/od/lessonplans/p/kodalymethod.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitch_(music)
14
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sight_singing#Sight-singing
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By illustrating key relationships between pitches, solfege breaks
melodies down into smaller pieces and provides a frame of reference
when learning or transcribing new music.
Solfege is for everyone. Whether you are a beginner looking to
understand the inner workings of a scale, or a seasoned musician
looking to hone your inner ear, learning these syllable-pitch
associations will go a long way in helping you see the bigger picture:
the relationships between notes in a melody.

What Information Does Solfege Give You?
For example, suppose you hear two notes and can recognize them as
“so” going up to “do”. This immediately tells you several important
things:
● The pitch movement is from scale degree 5 to 1 (dominant to
tonic)
● This implies harmonic (chord) motion of V-I
● The interval is a perfect fourth
How can you know all that from two notes?
Movable “do” solfege assigns do to the tonic of the key15 of the
melody. That means that if the song you are listening to is in F Major,
do is F. Then, the rest of the syllables follow in sequential order:

So if I am hearing so-do and already know the song is in F Major, I
know I have heard C-F!

But What If I Don’t Know What Key I’m In?
15

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/identify-major-and-minor-keys-two-shortcuts/

The advantage of movable “do” solfege is that you don’t need to know
what key you’re hearing in order to write it down accurately. Solfege is
universal across all keys. If you hear a tune that goes “do re do re do
re mi“, you can immediately put it in any key you want, because the
solfege outlines the relationships between the notes, rather than the
actual pitches themselves.
It’s great to know a tune by letter names in a certain key, but what if
the band gets a new singer16 who wants the tune higher? It then takes
time and effort to sit down and write it all out in the new key, and can
be a real brain scrambler.
But if you learn solfege, you don’t have to struggle with transposing
the tune from F Major to A♭ Major:

You can easily put any melody in solfege syllables if you have spent
time on ear training, and you can then translate a tune to any key you
want. Magical!
Take a listen to this tune:
LISTEN ONLINE17
Can you write it down and play it in any key? Wouldn’t it be easier if
you knew the system described above?

What About Solfege For Minor Keys?
16
17

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/how-to-pick-the-perfect-song-to-fit-your-voice-5-tips/
https://www.musical-u.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Final_Tune.mp3

You may think you’ve hit a wall when you’re trying to use solfege to
write down melodies in minor keys18 - there simply don’t seem to be
appropriate syllables for some of the notes you’re hearing!
Accidentals and Chromatic Notes
In the solfege system, you can raise or lower the pitch of a note by a
semi-tone (half-step) by changing the vowel in the syllable. So if
you’re in the key of C and you want an E♭, sing “me” (rhymes with
“may”) instead of “mi” (rhymes with “mee”).
For more detail on chromatic notes and the full list of syllables for
sharps, flats, and beyond, check out this helpful resource19.
Do-Based Minor

In this method, “do” still represents the tonic. The lowered 3rd, 6th,
and 7th degrees are represented by the syllables “me”, “le”, and “te”,
respectively, rather than with the usual “mi” , “la” , and “ti” found in
major keys:

La-Based Minor

For those who prefer to stick with the seven original solfege syllables
and don’t want to add confusion through the inclusion of even more
syllables, there is a way of representing minor scales without having to
learn additional syllables.
La-based minor may take a little bit of getting used to for those that
have become accustomed to always beginning with “do”, but is
powerful in its simplicity once you get used to it.

18
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https://www.musical-u.com/learn/finding-tonic-in-minor-keys/
http://legacy.earlham.edu/~tobeyfo/musictheory/Book1/FFH1_CH1/1K_Solfege.html

La-based minor is based on the idea that each major scale has a
relative minor scale20 that goes with it. We can use the A natural
minor scale to assign solfege syllables to the degrees of minor
keys. “La” is assigned to the first degree of the minor scale, and there
is no need to change any of the syllables, as the A-minor scale has no
accidentals. The solfege representation becomes
la-ti-do-re-mi-fa-so-la:

For harmonic or melodic minor, simply alter the appropriate scale
degree syllables. This la-based minor solfege can be transposed
to any minor key, just like moveable do.

Why Movable “Do”
 Vs. Fixed “Do”?

The advantage of movable “do” is that you don’t have to worry about
transposition; the tonic of whatever key you’re in automatically
assumes the role of “do”.
In the other way of teaching solfege, known as the fixed “do” system,
do always corresponds to the note “C”, re always corresponds to
“D”, and so on, regardless of the key that you’re in.
Think of it like this: movable “do” is a way of recognizing relative
pitch, or the differences in pitch. Fixed “do” relies more on absolute
pitch. While learning fixed “do” solfege is a great step for musicians
aiming to attain perfect pitch, movable “do” is much more versatile,
allowing musicians to eventually identify intervals, regardless of the
key the music is in.
In many countries, fixed do is basically the same as the lettering
system, merely substituting the solfege syllables for “C-D-E…”.
20

https://www.musical-u.com/learn/how-to-use-circle-fifths/

In this series, we will be focusing on movable “do”, as it better
illustrates the relationships between notes and is more conducive to
learning ear training, which allows you to hum, play, or write the
melody of your choice in any key.
Movable “Do” and Ear Training

At its root, ear training is all about developing a well-tuned
musical ear. It involves learning to recognize intervals, chords, and
chord progressions.
It is no surprise, then, that learning movable “do” solfege21 is highly
useful for ear training for any musician. Think about the example
already given above: if you hear “so” going up to “do”, regardless of
key, you already know that the melody is going from scale degree 5
(the dominant) to scale degree 1 (the tonic), and that the interval is a
perfect fourth. Best of all, you can recognize the sound of the
interval, enabling you to identify it in other music.
Melodies are simply made up of one interval after another, or in other
words, one solfege syllable after another. Learning to recognize a
melody by associating syllables with pitch differences will go a long
way in helping with ear training.

Learning Solfege: Where to Start?
If you Google “solfege” you’ll see there are other methods, including
the aforementioned fixed “do” , but we will stick to talking about the
Kodály22/movable “do” system.
This system will train your ear to hear melodies and recognize the
intervallic relationships between pitches, and be able to write them
down quickly and easily. We will utilize tools found elsewhere on
Musical U to supplement your training. As well as reading the tutorials
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it will be vital that you spend a bit of time actually practicing the skills
explained in this series!
This is a great way to begin your solfege training. Enjoy our
comprehensive guide on starting solfege23, in which you’ll learn
how to find the tonic of any key, and how to arrange the
solfege syllables you learned about in this article to fit any
melody you want.
Ear training is best learned by doing, rather than reading… So
let’s get started!
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Have you wished you could sing the songs you love – but
thought it was impossible because you can’t sing in tune? Do
your friends and family make a face when you sing in front of
them? Maybe a school teacher once told you that you can’t sing
or were singing “off key”. Or perhaps you just have a feeling
that you have a bad singing voice…
Whatever the cause, something has made you think that you have
problems singing and left you wondering:
“Why can’t I sing in tune?”
The good news is that you can learn to sing in tune – and it’s easier
than you might think.
Many people have difficulty singing in tune at all, while others can
start off okay but then can’t hold a tune or gradually start hitting
wrong notes or wandering out of key. Although we would say that
these people have a bad voice or are fundamentally a bad singer, this
isn’t a permanent trait – it’s simply that they haven’t yet learned to
sing in tune.
That’s probably the biggest problem with learning to sing: that we
start out with the wrong idea, that singing is a natural talent you need
to be born with. It really isn’t. Just ask George Bevan, director of the
Choir Who Can’t Sing, who specialises in helping people who think they
“can’t sing” discover that they actually can.
In reality even the best singers have practiced, trained and studied to
refine their voices. Just because they make it look easy, it doesn’t
mean that it was.
So rest assured, whatever your current singing ability, you can learn
to sing in tune and develop a good voice.
In this article we’re going to cover four simple steps you can start

taking today to learn to sing in tune.
These steps start from scratch and build up your singing ability in a
logical way towards singing real songs reliably in tune. After taking
these four steps you will understand clearly how to sing in tune. You
may not be the next Pop Idol superstar but you will know for certain
that you are always in tune and perfectly pitched each time you open
your mouth to sing.
Excited to start? Let’s dive in!

The first step in learning to sing in tune is to check that you are
biologically capable of it. Often when we talk about someone who can’t
sing you’ll hear the phrase “tone deaf”, as in:
Learning to sing
“Hah, that guy can’t sing at all, he’s totally tone deaf.”
But what does that actually mean?
Tone deafness is a real condition. It is part of a biological condition of
the brain called amusia which encompasses a number of musical
inabilities, including some related to rhythm rather than pitch. As part
of amusia, tone deafness means that you are incapable of hearing the

differences between musical pitches.
In practice this means that if someone played two different notes on a
piano, someone with true tone deafness would be unable to tell
whether it was the same note or two different notes. Naturally, if that
person tried to sing they would have real difficulty because their ears
and brain wouldn’t have a clue if they were singing the right notes or
not.
Does that sound like you?
If you’ve had trouble singing in the past you might have wondered if
you suffer from tone deafness.
Here’s the thing you need to know though:
True tone deafness is very rare and there are other (much
more likely) reasons for singing out of tune.
Less than 3% of the general population actually exhibit tone deafness.
This has been shown in a large number of tests and rigorous scientific
studies, and so the probability of you being tone deaf is very small.
Fortunately there’s even a simple and fast way to check if you’re tone
deaf. You can take an ear test online in just a few minutes and find out
for certain whether tone deafness is responsible for your difficulty
singing. Take one of these tone deafness tests1 and you’ll be one step
closer to understanding what holds you back as a singer.
This isn’t a “hearing test”, it’s not checking for hearing damage or
age-related hearing loss. And don’t worry about whether you have a
“musical ear” or not. The tone deaf tests which are well-designed don’t
require any musical knowledge or skill. They test only the basic
biological ability of distinguishing different pitches. You can be totally
1
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unmusical and still pass the test, because tone deafness isn’t actually
about musical skill, it’s much more fundamental than that.
Ready to find out? You can take the Tone Deaf Test which has already
helped almost half a million people to discover whether or not they are
actually tone deaf…

Try it now!2
Then, assuming you pass the test, it’s time to continue on to the next
step.

Now that you know your ears and brain are fundamentally capable of
2
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telling whether a note is in tune or not, it’s time to address the most
likely cause of your difficulty singing in tune: an inability to match
pitch with your voice.
To “match pitch” simply means that you hear a note and then you are
able to sing that same note. When people talk about hitting the right
notes, this is what they mean.
If you’ve had trouble singing in tune or hitting the right notes when
you sing, or somebody has made a comment about you having bad
pitching or poor tuning, this is most likely the skill you need to focus
on.
Note that we’re not yet getting anywhere near singing a song! Before
you can step up onto that karaoke stage you need to make sure you
can do this one simple thing: match pitch with your voice. After all, if
you can’t sing one single note in tune, there’s not much hope that your
belting rendition of Bruno Mars or Whitney Houston is going to wow
the crowd, right?
So how can you learn to match pitch? The answer is that there are
simple singing exercises you can do learn get reliable vocal control and
learn to easily hit the target note first time, every time.
Learning this skill is about connecting up your ears (which we just
proved are up to the task in step one) with your voice. There’s a sort
of “feedback loop” that you need to practice, where you sing a note,
hear whether that note is at the right target pitch or not, and then
adjust accordingly.

Here are three ways you can learn to match pitch:
1. Learn to match pitch with a digital tuner
2. Learn to match pitch with an app
3. Learn to match pitch by recording yourself

1. Learn to match pitch with a digital tuner
This is a simple way to practice hitting the right
note and singing with good pitching. If you have
a digital tuner for your instrument (e.g. a guitar
tuner) you can use that, otherwise you can use
an online tuner like this one.
The idea is that like tuning an instrument, you
learn to tune your voice. Most digital tuners allow you to play the

target note, but if not you’ll also want to have an instrument handy to
play the note you’re aiming for. Then you simply use the digital tuner’s
display to help develop your “feedback loop”. It provides a visual way
to know whether you’re singing too high or too low.
1. Set the tuner to your target note (e.g. A).
Choose a note in your comfortable singing range.
2. Listen to the tuner play the note.
It will probably be a very simple ongoing “tone” or electronic beep.
Alternatively play the target note on your instrument. You might like to
try humming along with the sound.
3. Hear the note in your head.
This skill of imagining music in your head is called “audiation” is
powerful for singing: it connects hearing music with singing it. You
hear, then you imagine hearing, then you sing.
4. Sing the note.
While you sing, watch the tuner to see if your pitch is too high or too
low. Gradually adjust your pitch until you hit the target note.
The key to this exercise is to make sure you are listening carefully as
you practice. Don’t just rely on the tuner’s display. Try to always hear
whether you are too high or too low before checking the display. That
way you are gradually developing your own inner tuner so that in
future your feedback loop can work directly without the assistance of a
digital tuner.

2. Learn to match pitch with an app
Although the digital tuner exercise is simple and easily available to
anyone, there is a better way. You can use a mobile app or web game
to practice singing in tune.

We have an app called SingTrue for iPhone and iPad which is specially
designed to help people learn to match pitch with their voice. It
automatically chooses notes in your comfortable singing range and
gives you a range of simple fun exercises to practice matching pitch.
And instead of the momentary display of the digital tuner, you can
actually see a graph of how your vocal pitch varied over time which
gives you a clearer idea of how your pitch skills are developing.
You can download SingTrue for free in the iTunes App Store.

Another option is the excellent Vocal Match game3 from Theta Music
which works in your web browser and lets you practice matching pitch
with your voice.

3
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3. Learn to match pitch by recording yourself
You can also check your pitch accuracy using free audio recording and
analysis software such as Audacity4. You can read a full tutorial on
recording and analysing your singing pitch5 but the basic process is:
1. Record yourself singing a simple melody.
2. Use the software’s pitch analysis to view the actual pitch of
your voice during the performance.
3. Identify notes which you sang off-pitch and then try again
and correct them.

Note: Your Vocal Range
This is a good time to talk about your vocal range. One of the biggest
causes of singers singing out of tune is that they’re trying to sing
outside their comfortable range.

4
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Every singer has a range of notes their voice is physically capable of
producing. There are advanced techniques and long-term training
which can extend this, but as a beginner you want to make sure you
stay comfortable in your “easy” range. As soon as you start stretching
your voice too high or too low your pitching will suffer (and so will your
listeners!)
There’s a simple trick you can use to determine your vocal range.
First, just speak a sentence: Say “I am learning to sing in tune”.
Listen as you speak, and when you say the last word “tune”, hold on
it: “tuuuuuuuuuunne”.
That “ooooh” sound is a note, and you are singing it.
Our speaking voice is always inside our comfortable singing range, so
you can treat this as an “anchor note” or a starting point for exploring
your range. From this note, try sweeping up and down in pitch with
your voice.
Male Sweep Up:
LISTEN ONLINE6
Male Sweep Down:
LISTEN ONLINE7
Female Sweep Up:
LISTEN ONLINE8

6
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Female Sweep Down:
LISTEN ONLINE9
See how far you can go before your voice starts to feel strained. Put a
pin in it (i.e. use an instrument to find out what note it was!) and keep
that in mind as the limit of your range.
As you continue learning to sing in tune, make sure you stay in
this range. You’ll save yourself a lot of pain and frustration!
Once you know your approximate range and you’ve got the hang of
matching pitch quickly with your singing voice you’re ready to move on
to step three.

We’re going to continue building up your singing ability with the next
logical step: from a single note sung in tune, to singing multiple notes
in tune.
The next step is to learn to control your voice as you move from note
to note. This is what allows you to sing a whole song and stay in tune
with accurate pitch throughout. Without this skill you might sing your
first note correctly but then hit the wrong note next or gradually go off
key. If you’ve ever seen a karaoke performance which starts off strong
9
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but sounds worse and worse as the song goes on, this is probably the
step which that singer skipped in their training!
The big challenge for most new singers is handling leaps in pitch.
Moving between notes which are close together is relatively easy, but
when there’s a leap (e.g. think of the first two notes of “Somewhere
over the rainbow”, “Some – where”) it can become quite hard to
accurately hit that second note dead-on.
So how do you learn the vocal control10 required to move comfortably
and accurately from note to note? There are two tools you can use.

1. Use scales and exercises to learn vocal control
Even if you’ve never studied music you’re probably familiar with the
concept of a “scale”, where a singer sings a series of notes going up in
a row and then back down. There are different types of scale and
they’re popular as a warmup exercise because they are a gentle way
to move your voice across a range of pitches while requiring accurate
pitching on each one.
Here’s an example of a scale:
LISTEN ONLINE11
You can practice singing scales like this as part of developing vocal
control. Remember to choose scales which lie in your comfortable
range. If that means you can only sing part of the scale, that’s fine.
Remember you are just using this as a way of practising your vocal
control.
Once you can easily sing scales you can move on to leaps in pitch (also
known as singing intervals).
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→ See more exercises for vocal control and pitch practice12

2. Use solfa to practice singing in tune
A very useful framework for practising vocal control is
solfa (a.k.a. “solfege” or “do re mi”). This is a system
where you give a name to each note in the scale,
which makes it easier to understand which note
you’re aiming for each time you change pitch.
LISTEN ONLINE13
You can do similar scale and pitch leap exercises using the solfa
framework, and it also provides intuitive ways to play around with
vocal improvisation which makes the whole process a bit more fun.
We have a free series to help you learn about singing with solfa14.
Another important note about solfa is that it’s the key to sight-singing
music15 easily. This means that you can confidently go along to a choir
or other singing group and know that if they hand you sheet music you
don’t need to panic! You can use solfa to know what notes to sing and
your newfound vocal control to know you’ll be singing them right.
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The final step in the process is to start singing real songs, and to do it
in a way which actually proves to you that you are singing in tune.
Confidence is vital for good singing, and the shortest way to get
confident about your singing is to see proof that you sing in tune. That
way you can step up on stage or join a choir safe in the knowledge
that your voice will be in tune and you’ll sound good when you sing.
→ Learn more about musical confidence16
There is a simple secret weapon to learning to sing songs and stay in
tune: recording yourself.

Record yourself singing
This can be intimidating and unnerving at first – but it’s still less scary
than singing in front of other people, right? You can be alone in your
room to do it, and the only person who’ll ever hear the recordings is
you. So there’s nothing to be embarrassed about.
Recording yourself singing is hard at first because you won’t like the
sound of your own voice. There is a solid reason for this:
Your voice will sound unfamiliar – which is weird because it’s your own
voice! This will take some getting used to.
16
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This happens because your voice actually sounds different to you
than other people17. This is due to the physics of sound being carried
inside your body as well as
outside through the air when you
hear it. When you hear a
recording you are actually
hearing what other people hear
when you sing.
You’ll need to summon a bit of
grit to work through those first
few awkward days of recording
yourself. Almost everybody
hates the sound of their voice
when they first hear it on a recording. You need to remember that this
is most just the discomfort of unfamiliarity – it’s not that your voice or
singing is bad.

After you get used to it you’ll start to be able to hear how good your
voice truly is, and this is where recording yourself becomes a powerful
secret weapon. You can hear where your pitching is off and then
correct it next time. You can hear when your enunciation isn’t quite
right and then improve it. You can start to form an objective opinion
about how good a singer you are.
Recording yourself gives you the opportunity to perfect your
performances in private before ever sharing them with the
outside world.

Build up your repertoire
So what exactly should you record yourself singing? The answer is:
your repertoire. That’s a fancy term musicians use to mean “the stuff
17
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they know and perform”. As a singer it just means a collection of
songs you’re confident singing.
Begin by aiming for just a 3 song repertoire. Pick three songs you like
and which are in your comfortable range. It helps to memorise the
song lyrics18 so that you have one less thing to think about as you
sing.
your_vocal_repertoireStart by practicing with a backing track. You can
normally find karaoke versions of popular songs on YouTube, or if
necessary you can use the regular studio version, singing along with
the lead singer. Begin with just a short section of the song, for
example just the chorus.
Record your performance, then summon some courage and
listen back.
Without a doubt, you’ll find parts you weren’t happy with. Don’t
criticise yourself for this! Every negative thing you notice is an
opportunity to improve. Like when you found out you weren’t tone
deaf, this just shows that you have the awareness you need to be able
to improve. Exciting!
So try it again. And again. You might find it helps to jot down notes on
a copy of the lyrics to remind yourself of your advice and the areas for
improvement.
Here’s an extra tip: don’t throw the recordings away! Save each
one, putting the song name and today’s date in the filename. Then,
after a few days of practicing a song, come back and listen to one of
your earlier performances. You’ll most likely be able to hear a big
improvement and that will encourage you to keep at it.
Eventually you’ll feel you’ve got the hang of the song. You can no
18
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longer spot pitching issues or performance weaknesses. Hurrah!
You’ve got one song for your repertoire. Time to add another
one.

So you were worried about singing off key and out of tune. After
reading through these four steps you should have a clear
understanding of the simple process you can use to learn to sing in
tune.
• You’ve discovered that you’re not in fact tone deaf and never need to
wonder about that again.
• You’ve learned about matching pitch with your voice and how that’s
the key skill needed to sing in tune.
• You understand how to build that skill to multiple notes by using
scales and exercises (possibly solfa) to develop good vocal control.
• And you have a secret weapon you can use to practice songs until
you perfect them.
As you work through these steps remember that learning to sing in
tune is simple and methodical process. You might hit some snags
along the way (because learning is like that) but as long as you follow

this process and don’t try to run before you can walk, you should find
it is a smooth and enjoyable journey.
By the end of these four steps you will have built up a small
repertoire of songs you can sing well. You can be totally
confident stepping up on that karaoke stage or singing with
friends because you have proven to yourself very clearly that
you do sing in tune and you can sing these songs well. Once
you get past the scary barrier of wondering whether you’re in
tune, singing is one of the most absolutely wonderful ways to
express yourself musically. So have fun!

